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“When I do good, I feel good;
when I do bad, I feel bad, and
that is my religion.”
-Abraham Lincoln

Penis Shock

By Jodhbir Singh ~ Daily Bull

I was very much prepared,
before leaving India for
the US, to face any kind of
shock- culture, academic, or
food, etc. However, there
was one dangerous shock
which no one told me to get
prepared for. So, after encouragement from friends,
I walked into the swimming
pool for the first time ever
in my life. They told me that
I could swim like any other
professional swimmer but to
make sure I have a lifejacket
on. So, we put our bags in
the lockers, and changed
clothes.
I had to put my glasses in
the locker, thus I couldn’t
see things very clearly. We
walked towards the shower
area. As we were approaching there, I saw a guy, strong
built, and athletic physique,
taking a shower but NAKED. Yes, this was the first
time I ever encountered a
Penis-Shock or P-shock. My
friends (not naked), who
had been regular swimmers,
were casual about it as if it
...see Phallus on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like NC-17.

Harry Potter Comes to Houghton!
By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

Extensive reporting has turned up that Once this statement hit the internet and
Harry Potter is going to enroll at Michigan Facebook, students across campus
Tech as an unquickly bedergrad in the
came divided.
fall of 2011. RuOne interviewmors had been
ee, Cody Mariheard that afno, was simply
ter a nasty inbeside himself
cident with a
w i t h j o y, “ I
Chimaera, he
freaking LOVE
has decided
Harry Potter!”
to take a break
was all he
from it all and
could manage
enter the magibefore going
cal world that
on a long and
is engineering.
endless stream
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end of the
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spectrum are
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who are now
Potter with a
whining and
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ing to come
mean besides Edward Cullen and the mentally ill ladies.
electrical engihere? There’s
neering. We’re not sure why, he appar- enough sun that he’ll still sparkle and be
ently did poorly at his closest chemistry all pretty!” They were quickly transportclass at his previous school, and we’re ed off campus and to a rehabilitation
almost certain he just likes electricity clinic for the mentally ill. Records have
because it coordinates with his scar.”
indicated that Cullen would not have the
...see Witches n Such on back

Featuring special guest star,
Half Naked Harry Potter....

The Steaming Pile

Straight From You-Know-Where!
What Glenn Mroz blogs about

Megamilk
Banana hammocks
His swimming pool of our money
Diversity
New drugs
Anti freeze is not alcohol
Rats with dicks THIS BIG
Lego castles
Jeggings
Got wood?
Dr. Pepper < Dr. Jaszczak
High heels in the snow
Beef Tips
Wads special dinner
Where to build an extraneous
new building
What parking spaces to remove
Weed
Alcohol-free Winter Carnival
Herding snow cows
Snow tax
The educational value of Pokemon

Carl H.A. Dassbach
Radioactive safety policy
Invading the Keweenaw
Deez Nuts
How much he hates broomball
How tasty the albino squirrel was
EERC tree campfire
Dr.Mroz Sing-Along Blog
Dr. Pepper
His workout routine
Raising the lift bridge and seceding
from the U.S.
Teletubbies
The Blood of the Innocent Wine
Hookers and Blow-up dolls
Women’s Rights (jk)
Sex Change Operation
Dear hunting
Vagina Tandoori
Harry Potter fanfic
So many hats, so little time
Ensuring Broken MEEM Printers
Studio Pizza

... Phallus from front.

was cool to be naked among others. However, the main point of this article
But my eyes were wide open and my is not to tell you an embarrassing story
mouth agape in amazement.
of mine but to show the differences
in openness of different cultures. Back
I digested the whole situation and home in India, I am sure we are never
diverted my attention towards the going to take our pants off in front of
shampoo. An old man walked in on each other, even in near the future of
the other side of the same shower 2511.
pole where I was taking shower. I
knew there was more to see on that Interestingly, while I was swimming (or
day. It was obvious from his stuff, trying not to drown) a thought came
hanging heavy close to the ground, to my mind. If it is freaking open on
that he was a Vietnam veteran, who this side of the changing room, then it
had fought the war 5 times.
should be open on the other side of
it. After all, Michigan Tech is an equal
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campus to stay enrolled as long as he as their professors. And what could be does go out to parties. “We just don’t
can, since he is thought to attract the more magical than trying to understand want to clean up the mess,” the Uniopportunity provider university. Howladies.
the magic that is behind electricity. It versity responded.
ever, I have yet to see my first V- shock
still baffles me that it was a Muggle who
and B-shock – for which I feel I am
There was a short statement from Pot- discovered such a source of power.” So get ready Tech, for the most famous
quite prepared now.
ter himself about why he has chosen
student that will grace these halls. Get
... Witches n Such from front.
Michigan Tech out of any school in Needless to say, Potter, who was Mug- ready to kill his liver and brain cells, and
grades to stay enrolled at the University. the Muggle world: “Well, simply put, gle-raised, has spent too much time revel in the joy of Harry Potter.
I’ve heard wonderful things about the in his wizardPotter will be living at an undisclosed school. Students seem to be happy ing world, and
location off campus, and will be keep- and go on adventures every weekend is in for quite
ing his beloved broomstick under lock in the snow, and sometimes they don’t an awakening
and key. One could only imagine how remember what it was they did! That when he tries
epic of a broomball stick that Firebolt is some strong magic at work to make to understand
would become. He will be allowed large groups of students not remember the “magic” beto use his magical abilities after 5pm on what they themselves did, but can hind the blackcampus and off campus. The hockey recall in great detail what their friends outs. He has
team is already setting up a petition to did. I’m assuming the University offers already signed
get him to enchant their net to not al- a class in this type of enchantments, a contract saylow any goals in, so they have a chance and it surely seems that most of these ing that he is
at a decent season for next year. He stories circulate from the labs of the not allowed his
The signt that greeted Harry on his first day of class.
is also being asked by every male on chemical engineering students, as well wand when he

